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Skinny Living Premiere ‘Let Me In’ Video
Michael Malarkey drops new single "Uncomfortably
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LOVE SICK Unveil Debut Single "Bullet"
Howie Payne Unveils New Single ‘High Times’
The Denya Family release their debut single
‘Monkey Business’
Wax Motif & Angelz Unleash ‘Five Alarm’
Yusuf / Cat Stevens unveils video for ‘Mary And The
Little Lamb’
Spotify Sensation Madison Mars Releases
Dancefloor Friendly ‘Atom’
Mina Rose premieres video for "Lemons & Limes"

Austrian singr/songwriter KTEE has premiered the official music video for her new single Rollercoaster. This is an incr

that explores the ups and
downsSwift
of being
in a relationship,
the track
never written. KTEE recalls giving u
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knocks
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thevery
No.nearly
1 spot

when her songwriting partner improvised a riff which became the verse. Within an hour, the full track was written. It’s a

driven pop that’s sonically perfect for those summer parties. The video explores a road trip through the streets of Bar
joyride. Watch it below!

On Hot 100

Client Liaison announce London KOKO show
Hurts Premiere "Ready To Go" Video

KTEE - Rollercoaster

Speaking about the video KTEE said,
Filming in an actual roller coaster seemed too cheesy and obvious for me so we came up with the roadtrip

of filming in a city with a beach, so we flew the crew out to Barcelona and spent an awesome 2 days filmin

that lucky with the weather. It doesn’t look like it, but it was really windy and I caught a bad cold from bein
worth it.
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legendary Dutch producers Bolland and Bolland.

WEITERE INFORMATIONEN
OK
Since leaving her small-town lifestyle in Austria, KTEE studied at The University of Vienna where she received numerou

neighbours and friends alike. However she kept pushing on and eventually met her now producer Bern Wagner and has
ever since. She then took the step to pack up and move to Dublin, where her passion for songwriting really flourished.
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Alexander Wolfe
releases new
single "Breaking
The Fall"

Time for some
alternative-indie/folkinspired music! Singer-songwriter
Alexander Wolfe has ...

[VIDEO
PREMIERE]
Blurred Lines
(UNCENSORED)
[Robin Thicke ft.
Pharrell & T-I.]
Robin Thicke has premiered the sexy
NSFW video for Blurred Lines, the
title track of his album ...

KTEE Premieres
"Rollercoaster"
Video

Austrian
singr/songwriter
KTEE has premiered
the official music
video for her new
single ...

Brie Angellina
Unveils New
Single "Lullaby"
Morning evrybody!
Time for some fresh
music! Brie
Angellina, a young R&B/Pop Artist
from South ...
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DISCLAIMER
All videos, photos, music and
any other form of media are
posted on this blog ONLY for
personal enjoyment and
promotion of the artists! All of
these are copyright to their
respective owners. They are
available in various places on
the Internet and believed to be in
public domain. All links posted
here are sent either from the
artists or their management! If
any non-authorised file is shared
users are recommended to
delete files after 24h! Please
support all artists and their craft
by purchasing their albums,

SUPPORT US
If you'd like to help me
maintain and improve the
blog click the donate button
below! Thank you!
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